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Volleyball 

 
The student will be active and prepared daily for physical activity. The student will demonstrate sportsmanship, team work, and the 

following of rules and procedures specific to volleyball. 

The student will demonstrate a serve, set, overhead pass, forearm 
pass, dig, spike, and block. 

The student will be able to describe the scoring system used in 
volleyball. 

The student will be able to describe the process of player rotation 
in volleyball. 

The student will be able to describe the positions in volleyball. 

 

History 

Volleyball is an American game that was invented by William Morgan in 1895.  It is played on a court that measures 30’ x 60’,  and the 

height of the net is 7’11 5/8” for men and 7’ 41/4” for women.  In a regulation games, rally scoring is used and a team must score 25 

points and have at least a two-point advantage to win.   

 

Terms 
 1.  Ready Position – basic position – knees flexed with hands ready. 
 2.  Overhand Pass/ Set Pass – fingertip passes used for control and accuracy – a set pass cannot be 
  blocked. 
 3.  Forearm Pass – (bump or two-hand dig pass) – point of contact is the inside surfaces of the forearm. 
 4.  Emergency Pass – (one-hand dig pass) – used when a player must react quickly. 
 5.  Serve – used to put the ball in play – ball may be hit overhand, underhand, or sideways, with one or  
      two hands. 
 6.  Net Recovery – used when the ball is played as it rebounds from the net. 
 7.  The Spike – Powerful one hand shot used to gain points, hard downward driven ball. 
 8.  The Dink – the skill used as a counter to tap the ball around the blocker. 
 9.  The Block – defensive player intercepts a spiked ball by blocking with arms and hands above the net. 
 10. Line Rotation – two lines__________________ (NET)      three lines________________(NET) 
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11. Pancake- a one-handed defensive technique where the hand is extended and slid along the floor, palm down, so 

that the ball rebounds off the back of the hand rather than the floor. 

 12. Side-Out- change of service when a serving team has lost the serve. 

 
Playing Tips and Information 
 1. Use power volleyball skills and also a 3-hit attack (pass-set-spike or dink). 
 2. Move to the ball and play it high to the center of the court or the front line on the first hit. 
 3. Don't follow through too much when playing a ball below your waist because it usually results in a loss of 

control. 
4. When using an overhand pass, your hands should be up near your face and the ball should be pushed 
away from your face using your fingertips for greater control. 
5. If the ball is hit hard at your face, PROTECT YOURSELF by lifting your hands and arms to block the 
ball.  

 6. If the ball goes between two player lines, the backline player has an easier shot and should play the ball. 
 7. If the ball goes between two players, they should both try to play it if nobody calls for the ball. 

8. If the ball goes between two frontline players, the middle person should always play the ball unless 
another player calls for the ball. 

 9. Don't always return the ball down the center of your opponent's court. Hit it toward the corners or on an 
 angle between player lines. . 
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10. If a front line player goes up to spike, dink, or block the ball, the player behind should move in behind 
their player to recover any rebounds or dinks. 

 11. Jump straight up and not forward toward the net when spiking, dinking or blocking. 
 12. A spiker should aim in a cross-court (diagonal) direction towards one of the corners of the court. 
 13. Physical play starts deep in the court, because it's easier to move forward than to back up. 
 14. Middle back is in charge of making calls. Simply call, “Mine" or “Yours" aloud. 

15. Don't always spike a set up. The dink shot is just as important as the spike in gaining points or side 
outs in class games. 
16. Player positioning is very important. Front line players should be up at least an arms length (3ft.) away 
from the net and backline players should be at least the same distance away from the end line. 
17. Always call for the ball and try to pass towards help (the center of the court). Also, keep your passes 
short of the net so they can be setup or easily played. 
18. If you hit the ball straight up or into the net, move out of the way so someone else has a chance to help 
or make a play on the ball. 

 19. Be ready in case someone in front of you pulls their hands down without making a play.  
20. The ball can come at you at any time, from any player or team, and from any direction. So be ready to 
play at all times and don't relax until the ball is out of play. 

 
Playing Rules & Regulations 

1. When the whistle blows in class, players should catch the ball, sit down, and listen for further directions 
or information. 

 2. Players must remain in proper rotation order before each serve. 
 3. The server should say the score(serving team score first) and stand anywhere behind the endline. 
 4. A served ball that hits the net and goes over is good and must be played by the receiving team. 
 5. In class, players cannot block or spike a serve. 
 6. The ball may be played by any part of the body above the waist. 
 7. The ball should be played cleanly without catching, throwing, pushing or dunking it. 
 8. A block does not count as a hit for either team and it can be played again by the blocker. 
 9. The ball is out of play when it hits the poles and anything except the playing area. (dead ball) 
 10. A ball landing on a court boundary line is in. 
 11. Players cannot touch the net or interfere with their opponents. 
 12. Only front line players may leave their feet to attack the net or block. 
 13. Front line players can reach over the net but cannot block a set pass. 
 14. If two players touch the ball at the same time, it still counts as two hits. 
 15. In class, two hand spikes are not allowed. 
 16. Double violations and most arguments in class result in the point being replayed. 

17. In class, we play a time limited game and the tie breaker will be to play one more serve. The first team 
to miss or have a bad serve will lose the game. 

 18. When returning the ball to another court, it should be rolled under the net not thrown over it.  
19. Players who don't actively participate, argue calls, don't follow the rules, or use vulgar language or 
gestures, and may be removed from the game. 

 
 

 


